
LOCHEND GOLF CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP MATCHPLAY COMPETITIONS 
 

 

TERMS OF COMPETITION 

1. Qualifying competitions 

 Gents:  May, June, and July medal (Best 2 scores from three rounds) 

 Ladies: July and August (Best score from the two rounds) 

 

2. Championship Sections and number of qualifiers: 

 Gents:  Championship (16), B Championship (16) and C Championship (8) 

 Ladies: Championship (8) and Bronze Championship (8) 

 

3. The handicap Section you qualify for will be determined by your Handicap Index at time of 

teeing-off in your first qualifying competition. 

 

4. In line with CONGU Recommendations, tied scores will be resolved as follows: 

From the tied players best qualifying score… 

1) Best Inward 9 score 

2) Best last 6-hole score 

3) Best last 3-hole score 

4) Best 18th hole score 

5) Best last 6-hole score of the Outward 9 

6) Best last 3-hole score of the Outward 9 

7) Best 9th hole score 

8) Best 17th, 16th, 15th………and so on until this results in a winner 

 

5. Following the final qualifying medals, a list of potential qualifiers and reserves will be 

published, and players will be required to confirm availability for all championship rounds. 

 

6. Once availability completed the seeded draws will be published. 

 

7. If any player is unable to compete and must pull out of the tournament after the initial draw 

has been published and before the first round has been played, their spot will be offered to 

the next reserve. 

 

8. If any player must pull out in any the subsequent rounds, then his opponent will be given a 

walk-over. 

 

9. Full draws will be published in the clubhouse, on the website and on the SG App 

 

10. PLEASE NOTE THE CHAMPIONSHIP TIES ARE EXPECTED TO BE RUN VIA 

THE SCOTTISH GOLF APP.  

Full details are available on the Noticeboard and attached to the competition on the 

SG App (“Scoring Matchplay during the Championship ties”) 
 

11. In the event of a tie after 18 holes, players shall then play sudden death until a result is 

achieved. 

 

12. Should a dispute arise, the Handicap Committee will make a decision which will be final. 


